64% voting in Bopal-Ghuma
TIMES NEWS NETWORK
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Ahmedabad civic grid.”
Shekhawat’s opinion was echoed
by Samarth Trivedi of Ghuma who
added, “In 2013 a development plan
for Auda limits was brought out by
the government. How can you expect
two different types of civic bodies
run by two different political bodies,
one for Ahmedabad city and the
other for Bopal-Ghuma nagarpalika,

Naman Joshi |

A team of Navrangpura Police
caught two
youths - Harsh
Bharwad and
Rishabh Bagadiya — with a
pistol and a
scooter during
vehicle checking
on Saturday. On
Sunday, police
got one-day
remand of the
duo and have
established that
the scooter was
stolen for which
a complaint was
lodged .

Ward 1 | 71.6 %

Women voted
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Duo caught
with pistol

Ghuma

12,722

I have voted for
the ruling party
because
Ghuma
needs to
augment
its civic
infrastructure
as more residential
areas have come up
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Total wards | 9

Men who voted

It’s time we get
Narmada drinking
water
supply,
drainage
and an
efficient
garbage
disposal
system
in Bopal
HOUSEWIFE

Wards in BopalGhuma Nagarpalika
that polled highest

VOTING TREND

Ahmedabad: Bopal and Ghuma areas on Sunday saw some enthusiastic
voting since morning. Most voters
who cast their votes hoped that their
areas will be merged into Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation (AMC)
limits. By 5 pm, Bopal-Ghuma nagarpalika saw a voting of 63.56%.
For the past six years, residents
of Bopal and Ghuma have been tired
of the highly saline bore water and
have been demanding dedicated Narmada water connections as well as a
dedicated drainage system.
It was in February this year that
both Bopal and Ghuma were merged
to form a nagarpalika.
Sanjay Shekhawat, a resident of
Sun City in South Bopal, said, “Bopal-Ghuma being made a nagarpalika does not make sense. People here
can pay taxes at par with Ahmedabad
and in that case we should be part of
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co-ordinate for a uniform development. We are part of Ahmedabad city.”
There was enthusiasm among voters in Bopal’s Sterling City, Arohi
Bungalows, Shivalya Society and Kadam Society.
Another important factor that influenced voting in Bopal and Ghuma
on Sunday were the Patidar groups.

I have voted for
Bopal’s inclusion
within AMC limits
before
the next
elections. I
hope the
government will
consider
this
Chitrangana |

STUDENT

What went
wrong

A

part from Tulip
school fiasco
where voters found
their names missing,
similar incidents were
reported from BKM
school. The polling
officer at this booth
submitted a list of 118
voters whose names
were missing. TNN

The nagarpalika has 35% Patel voters.
Ghuma saw mobilization by Patidar community as well as the OBC
community belonging to Mota Thakorvas, Chunarvas and Narayan
farm. Bopal-Ghuma nagarpalika is
probably the only nagarpalika where the Independents have all grouped
before the election under one umbrella 'Bopal-Ghuma Vikas Parishad' (BGVP).
The area had witnessed rioting
after August 25 Patidar anti-reservation rally. If one were to scan candidate list of 93 aspirants in the nagarpalika polls, 44 candidates were Patels contesting on various party tickets and even as an Independent.
Of the 44 Patel candidates, 18 out
of the 21 Independents contesting as
BGVP panel were Patels, while the
BJP fielded 18 Patel candidates and
the Congress fielded only eight Patel
candidates.

Bandobast to stay till counting
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad: Barring an
incident of police firing at
Bagasra in Amreli and incident of private firing in Dahod, the second phase, voting for municipality, taluka and district panchayat
elections passed of peacefully. However, the state government has decided to retain bandobast till counting
of votes on December 2.

Top police sources said
they will retain a few companies of central paramilitary
forces (CPMF) till counting
of votes.
“Four companies, which
is nearly 400 hundred jawans of Rapid Action Force
(RAF) will be deployed in the
jurisdiction of Police Commissioners while 100 jawans
will be deployed in districts,” said a senior police
official.

Irani to open GIAN at IIT-Gn:
Union HRD minister Smriti Irani
will inaugurate Global Initiative
of Academic Network (GIAN),
at IIT-Gandhinagar on Monday.

